
Accessories

Wheelchair Backpack
STRONGBACK’S Wheelchair Backpack was designed by our 
own engineers to accompany STRONGBACK wheelchairs and 
transport chairs. It’s stylish and very accommodating with its large 
main compartment that is top zipper accessible and has a covered 
flap to help keep the rain out. The front zippered pocket is the 
perfect size for a small ice pack and medicine storage. The two 
smaller pockets are great for keys or snacks. You can keep water 
bottles and umbrellas easily accessible in the two mesh side 
pockets. There is also a hidden back pocket that can be used for 
storing catheter bags or for any items you would like to keep more 
secure. 

All zippers have a large finger loop attachment making it easier 
for hands that aren’t so nimble to open and close. Installation is 
super easy with the four adjustable buckle straps to keep it snug 
against the back of the wheelchair. This backpack is made from a 
durable, water-resistant material with two reflective strips to help 
with visibility. There is also an elastic strap on the back to help 
attach it to suitcase handles along with a long shoulder strap for 
hands-free carrying.

Wheelchair Cane Holder
STRONGBACK’S Wheelchair Cane Holder is a small but mighty 
accessory. Easy, tool-free assembly allows for installations in 
minutes. The two-piece set comes with a removable insert in the 
base that accommodates different size wheelchairs, transport 
chairs, or rollator frames. The hook and loop strap is great for 
canes up to 1” in diameter. 

Wheelchair Backpack

Size 14.17 x 5.11 x 14.17 inches

Weight Empty 1.65 lbs

Suitable for STRONGBACK - 16”, 18”, and 20” seat models

Wheelchair Cane Holder

Size 2.75 x 1.125 x 4.6 inches

Suitable for All STRONGBACK Wheelchair  
and Transport Chair models
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Accessories

Travel Bag Large

Size 31 x 12 x 31 inches

Weight Empty 7.4 lbs

Suitable for STRONGBACK 22S, 24 - including AB models

Travel Bag Small

Size 27 x 12 x 27 inches

Weight Empty 7 lbs

Suitable for STRONGBACK 8, 12 - including AB models

Wheelchair Travel/Storage Bag 
Protect your wheelchair from dirt and the elements whether you 
are traveling by airplane or simply storing it in the trunk of your 
car, closet, or garage. The STRONGBACK Wheelchair bag is easy 
to carry with reinforced handles and easy to roll with four castor 
wheels on the hard base bottom. It is constructed with a black 
quilted and padded nylon material which is lightweight and water-
resistant. The protective travel bag is durably designed for frequent 
travelers and is perfect for air travel. The heavy duty zipper closure 
is easy to open and close. Easy to clean: the bag can be cleaned 
with a damp cloth and mild soap if necessary.

STRONGBACK Seatbelt
The STRONGBACK Seat Belt features a pinch buckle closure 
release in the middle and is made from adjustable 2” wide nylon 
webbing. Attaches easily to the back of the wheelchair and is 
adjustable.
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